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Abstract
The current project examined the impact of differential motivation on baseline versus post-mild traumatic brain
injury (MTBI) neuropsychological measures in athletes. Collegiate athletes were administered a neuropsychological
battery prior to and post-MTBI. High Motivation at Baseline (HMB) and Suspect Motivation at Baseline (SMB)
groups were established for each measure based on whether baseline performance fell 102 one or more standard
deviations from the mean of the given measure. Greater improvement was expected in the SMB group than the
HMB group given hypothesized differences in baseline motivation. In repeated measures analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA) that removed achievement performance, the SMB groups demonstrated greater improvement than the
HMB groups for the Trail Making Test A & B (TMT-A & B), Digit Span, and Stroop-Color Word (Stroop-CW)
tests. Also, the percentage of participants who improved according to reliable change indices was greater for the
SMB groups on the TMT-A & B, Stroop-CW, and the Vigil. These findings are likely due to lower motivation in the
SMB group for each test. However, results also suggest that some tests may be relatively unaffected by motivation.
These data may have clinical implications and point to the need for better methods of identifying athletes with
suspect motivation at baseline. (JINS, 2006, 12, 475–484.)
Keywords: Brain concussion, Closed head injury, Athletics, Psychological tests, Psychometrics, Incentive

ated with effort have also been shown to be highly correlated (.73) with the overall cognitive test performance in
head injury litigants (Green et al., 2001).
This research demonstrates that motivation can have an
impact on the performance of individuals undergoing neuropsychological testing in a forensic setting. However, there
has been speculation that motivation may also impact the
neuropsychological testing of athletes who undergo testing
after having sustained a MTBI (Echemendia & Cantu, 2003;
Echemendia & Julian, 2001). These authors suggest that,
given the recent increased use of neuropsychological data
in return-to-play (RTP) decisions, it stands to reason that
athletes would be motivated to minimize symptoms in order
to return to play as soon as possible. There are several factors that might result in the motivation to minimize symptoms for athletes who have suffered a MTBI. First, the
devotion to the sport, team, and their future athletic career
is powerfully motivating for high school and college athletes. Most varsity athletes devote countless hours to the
practice and participation of their sport and removal for
even short periods of time can have significant negative

INTRODUCTION
The question of whether an individual’s motivation has an
effect on the presence and persistence of mild traumatic
brain injury (MTBI) symptoms is not new. Miller (1961)
suggested that the only individuals with “postconcussive
syndrome” are those who stand to be compensated for it.
Since that time, much of the research concerning motivation in neuropsychological assessment has been in the context of forensics. Binder et al. (1991) demonstrated that the
most important factor in the resolution of mild head injury
symptoms for individuals seeking financial compensation
was the amount of time until legal settlement. Suboptimal
motivation on neuropsychological testing has been observed
in approximately one fourth to one half of all individuals
who are seeking personal injury compensation (Binder, 1993;
Greiffenstein et al., 1994; Millis, 1992). Variables associ-
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consequences both individually (loss of position on team,
loss of playing time which may impact external recognition
and future athletic career, etc.) and for the team (loss of
active players from the team, which may result in worse
general team performance, etc.). It is also important to recognize the difficulty that some individuals might experience in acknowledging that an injury, such as MTBI, has
possibly altered their cognitive status at all. Again, such
resistance to admitting the possibility of cognitive change
may result in increased effort on neuropsychological performance postinjury. Therefore, it may be possible for motivation to impact neuropsychological performance in athletic
MTBI populations due to some secondary gain (return to
play, resistance to cognitive change, etc.) similar to forensic populations. However, unlike forensic populations, athletic populations may be motivated to minimize symptoms
postinjury so as to increase the likelihood of a positive returnto-play decision.
One might wonder how increased motivation for neuropsychological performance, such as that which might be
experienced postinjury in athletic populations, would be
problematic. After all, can anyone be “too motivated” for
cognitive testing? The answer is likely that the increase in
motivation postinjury is not necessarily a problem in neuropsychological assessment. However, the problem lies in the
comparative nature of the neuropsychological assessment
of athletic MTBI. Barth et al. (1989) were among the first
authors to devise a method that has been highly successful
and widely adopted in the assessment of MTBI in athletes
(Echemendia & Cantu, 2003; Echemendia & Julian, 2001;
Erlanger et al., 1999). This methodology requires athletes
to undergo testing both prior to and then serially after the
experience of a MTBI. The initial preinjury testing allows
for the identification of an athlete’s baseline level of performance, which is then compared to postinjury data for the
identification and tracking of post-MTBI-related neurocognitive changes. Therefore, the comparison of the postinjury
testing to baseline testing would only accurately identify
the cognitive repercussions of MTBI if both the baseline
and postinjury tests were valid. As noted earlier, given the
possible increased motivation postinjury, it is likely that
the postinjury testing would be an accurate reflection of the
athlete’s cognitive functioning. However, during the baseline testing, those motivating factors that are associated with
the postinjury testing (awareness of the importance of testing in making an RTP decision, resistance to cognitive change
as a result of injury, etc.) are not present. In fact, there may
be factors such as the limited awareness of the importance
of baseline testing, personality styles, approach tendencies
for all academic and cognitive tasks, and levels of selfefficacy with regard to cognitive performance (Schunk,
1995) that may work against similar levels of motivation
being present at the baseline testing and postinjury testing.
While it is certainly possible that athletes are actively underperforming at baseline, it is more likely that suspicion regarding the use of the test results and0or general disinterest and
apathy could impact the accurate measurement of cognitive
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ability at baseline and then obscure true cognitive repercussions in postinjury assessment.
Although neuropsychological test scores are only one
component of the RTP decision (Echemendia, 2006; Echemendia & Cantu, 2003), it is important to consider the possible impact of variable effort on RTP. Figure 1 provides a
hypothetical scenario illustrating how the interpretation of
neuropsychological test results following a concussive injury
may be distorted by differential motivation at baseline. It
must first be noted that we are assuming that both athletes
depicted have the same cognitive ability and experienced
the same level of injury. In the case of the athlete with
consistent motivation on both baseline and postinjury testing, a notable change in cognitive performance is observed
at 2 hours postinjury with cognitive performance higher but
still below baseline at 48 hours postinjury, and a return to
baseline by 1 week postinjury. Theoretically, all things being
equal, this athlete would not have returned to competition
until after 1 week postinjury. In the athlete who demonstrated suboptimal motivation at baseline, postinjury testing was below the suspect baseline at 2 hours postinjury,
but it appears as though the athlete has returned to baseline
by 48 hours postinjury. Again, all things being equal, this
athlete could have returned to play at this 48 hour mark
(assuming that he is asymptomatic at rest and on exertion,
etc.) even though he is likely to be functioning below his
“true” baseline due to his suboptimal motivation at baseline. Of interest is that his 1-week postinjury data are markedly above baseline, which is an indication of the invalidity
of the baseline data. Such a situation might have significant
and perhaps dangerous implications because of premature
return to play, which could result in increased likelihood of
further injury (Gerberich et al., 1983; Guskiewicz et al.,
2000), prolonged experience of cognitive symptoms
(Gennarelli et al., 1982; Gronwall & Wrightson, 1975), and
even death on rare occasions (Cantu & Voy, 1995).
With these considerations in mind, the current study was
designed to determine if the possible changes in motivation

Fig. 1. Hypothetical example of the impact of suboptimal motivation at baseline.
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experienced by athletes from the baseline testing to the postinjury testing result in notable changes in neuropsychological performance. Given the illustration in Figure 1, it was
hypothesized that athletes with suboptimal motivation at
baseline (in comparison to optimally motivated athletes)
would demonstrate: (1) larger changes between their baseline and 1-week postinjury testing and (2) the changes
between baseline to 1-week postinjury would be an improvement over their baseline testing despite the experience of a
MTBI.

METHODS
Research Participants
Data were derived from the Penn State Concussion Program, a multi-sport program that assesses athletes at risk
for concussion prior to and following MTBI (Echemendia
et al., 2001). Athletes undergo a baseline neuropsychological battery before their first season on their respective team.
During the baseline evaluation, athletes complete a questionnaire detailing demographic information including age
and any previous head injuries. If an athlete sustained a
MTBI (assessed by a team physician0trainer as having symptoms posttrauma such as loss of consciousness, posttraumatic amnesia, as well as other physical, cognitive, and
affective symptoms) at any time during a season after having enrolled at the Pennsylvania State University, neuropsychological testing was administered serially postinjury. A
total of 360 athletes suffered a MTBI and were administered at least one of the measures described later. Also, each
participant signed an informed consent that explained how
the neuropsychological data were to be used for both clinical and research purposes. The Penn State University Institutional Review Board reviewed and approved these original
data collection procedures in 1995, and additional approval
to analyze the data was obtained on August 31, 2005.
For the current study, all athletes who sustained a MTBI
and had completed both the baseline and 1-week postinjury
evaluations were selected. The 1-week postinjury evaluation was selected as the point of comparison to baseline for
two reasons. First, the literature regarding the cognitive repercussions of MTBI suggests that the majority of symptoms
resolve within a 1-week period (Alves et al., 1993; Barth
et al., 1989; Berlanger & Vanderploeg, 2005; Collins et al.,
1999; Echemendia, 2006; Echemendia & Julian, 2001) and
we have observed this within our own data (Echemendia
et al., 2001). Second, by the 1-week postinjury period, a
final RTP decision had not been made by the athletes’ respective team physician for the vast majority of the participants.
In combination, these factors were thought to be the most
likely to produce an optimal amount of motivation for performance on the testing (given that the athletes were wellaware of the fact that their return-to-play was, in part, based
on the testing), as well as be likely to be less impacted by
the true cognitive repercussions of MTBI. It is also important to note that the vast majority of the athletes had under-
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gone one or two other evaluations between the baseline and
1-week postinjury evaluation. However, no significant differences in the number of test administrations were observed
for any of the groups (which will be defined later) on any of
the measures.
The athletes were then divided into two separate groups
for each measure: the Suspect Motivation at Baseline (SMB)
group and the High Motivation at Baseline (HMB) group.
Separate samples were established with each measure for
several reasons. First, it was necessary to establish the highest sample size possible given the fact that different measures had been added over the course of the Penn State
Concussion Program. Second, it was observed that individuals who fell into the SMB and HMB groups for the measures changed across the battery. In fact, no individual from
our sample fell into the SMB group for every measure used
in the current study (though several met criteria for the
SMB group on more than one measure). This may mean
that motivation for individuals changed across the battery
or it could be related to differences in the influence of motivation on individual tests. The differential influence of motivation on the cognitive instruments administered for this
project will be addressed later.
The groups for each measure were determined based on
the baseline performance on the measure. Individuals who
scored one or more standard deviations above the mean of
all athletes on the baseline testing of the specific measure
were placed in the HMB group for that measure, assuming
that adequate motivation was necessary for such performance. Individuals who scored one or more standard deviations below the mean on the baseline testing for a specific
measure were placed in the SMB group, based on the hypothesis that their performance was due to suboptimal effort,
irrespective of reason. With the present methodology, it was
not possible to identify the reasons for suboptimal effort,
only that reduced effort was likely to be occurring. That
stated, we recognize that at least some of the athletes who
comprised the SMB group could have been putting forth
optimal effort and still have performed one standard deviation or more below the mean due to a relative weakness on
the specific skills measured by the instrument. We also recognize that some athletes who were not putting forth optimal effort during the testing could have scored more than
one standard deviation above the mean (placing them into
the HMB group). However, our categorization criteria were
established with the assumption that the motivation for the
majority of the individuals within these groups was congruent with the SMB or HMB label, thus allowing the use of
observed clinical data for the current study, which was
thought to be crucial for evaluating the predicted effect. It
was also felt that objective measures of motivation such as
the Test of Memory Malingering and the Word Memory
Test might not be sensitive to the milder fluctuations in
motivation (disinterest0apathy) at the baseline testing, given
that they were designed to detect the more exaggerated phenomena of malingering. Table 1 displays the total number
of individuals per group for each measure.
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Table 1. Group demographic information

Measure
SDMT
SMB
HMB
TMT-A
SMB
HMB
TMT-B
SMB
HMB
COWA
SMB
HMB
DST
SMB
HMB
Stroop-W
SMB
HMB
Stroop-CW
SMB
HMB
Vigil
SMB
HMB

n

Baseline
Age

1-Week
Age

Baseline
Ed. Level

SAT
Total

%
Male

% with
PHI

% RightHanded

15
11

18.96
19.20

20.40
20.50

12.11
12.25

1041.33
1191.82*

100%
88%

46%
30%

95%
93%

15
16

19.07
19.35

20.45
20.70

12.45
12.41

1021.08
1172.63*

86%
81%

47%
31%

96%
85%

18
15

19.54
19.46

20.50
21.35

12.45
12.25

1014.50
1169.33**

96%
91%

50%
33%

77%
96%

11
13

19.03
19.44

20.80
21.21

12.40
12.59

1037.27
1075.83

93%
90%

36%
46%

92%
95%

13
15

19.31
19.55

20.55
20.27

12.43
12.50

998.46
1161.67**

94%
96%

23%
53%

89%
83%

16
14

19.03
18.97

20.44
20.18

12.29
12.25

1007.47
1103.57

100%*
72%

44%
27%

96%
94%

14
17

19.16
19.49

20.85
20.78

12.31
12.42

1009.54
1119.33 a

90%
79%

50%
44%

100%
86%

11
15

19.43
18.74

21.28
20.20

12.31
12.04

1007.20
1077.33

88%
96%

55%
43%

94%
96%

Note. a Group with trend in direction of being greater at p , .10; *group significantly greater at p , .05; **group significantly greater
at p , .01; Ed. 5 Education; PHI 5 Previous head injuries; SMB 5 Suspect motivation at baseline group; HMB 5 High motivation
at baseline group; SDMT 5 Symbol Digit Modalities Test total correct; TMT-A 5 Trail Making Test, Part A time; TMT-B 5 Trail
Making Test, Part B time; COWA 5 Controlled Oral Word Association total correct; DST 5 Digit Span Test total correct; Stroop-W 5
Stroop Word Only trial time; Stroop-CW 5 Stroop Color-Word trial time; Vigil 5 Vigil reaction time.

Measures
The Penn State test battery assesses cognitive, physiological, and affective symptoms. The battery has demonstrated
sensitivity in detecting cognitive differences between athletes who have suffered a MTBI and noninjured athletes as
soon as 2 hours postinjury (Echemendia et al., 2001). For
the purposes of this study, a subset of the tests were selected
where there were at least ten participants in each of the
SMB and HMB groups and where no ceiling or floor effects
(which would impact the level of improvement possible
from either group) were expected. The measures selected
included the Symbol-Digit Modalities Test (SDMT; Smith,
1982), Trail Making Test (TMT; Reitan, 1958), Controlled
Oral Word Association (COWA; Spreen & Strauss, 1991),
Digit Span Test (DST; Wechsler, 1997), Stroop Color-Word
Test (Stroop; Trenerry et al., 1989), and the Vigil (Cegalis
& Cegalis, 1994). Each of these instruments is a wellknown measure of attention, memory, information processing speed, and0or visual tracking within the field of
neuropsychology, with the possible exception of the Vigil.
Vigil is a computerized continuous performance test during
which a series of letters flash in the middle of a computer
screen. The participant is required to press the spacebar as

quickly as possible every time the letter K is displayed.
There are multiple indices of interest from the Vigil task,
but the Average Delay (reaction time) was selected for the
purposes of the current study. Other indices of interest from
each test were the following: Total Correct from the written
SDMT, Time to Completion from the TMT on part A
(TMT-A) and part B (TMT-B), Total Score from the COWA,
Total Correct Trials from both the forward and backward
section of the DST, and Time to Completion from the Stroop
on the Word (Stroop-W) and Color-Word Trials
(Stroop-CW).

Procedure
As noted earlier, after baseline testing, both the SMB and
HMB groups were tested at several additional intervals
(though only the 1-week postinjury evaluation was the focus
of the current study). The baseline and 1-week postinjury
testing was administered by a doctoral-level clinical neuropsychologist or graduate or undergraduate assistants who
were trained by the doctoral-level clinical neuropsychologist. All test administrators were blind to the SMB or HMB
group membership, which was later determined. The order
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of tests administered was the same for both groups (Vigil,
SDMT, TMT, DSB, COWA, and Stroop). The complete battery of tests took approximately forty-five minutes to one
hour to administer.

Analyses
Given that the groups were established based on their being
at least one or more standard deviations difference from the
mean, it was expected that both groups’ performance from
baseline to 1-week postinjury would likely be impacted by
regression to the mean. Therefore, all baseline scores were
adjusted using the True Score Adjustment (TSA; Speer,
1992; Speer & Greenbaum, 1995). This method involves
adjusting the observed baseline score of a participant based
on the reliability of the measure and the magnitude of the
difference between the observed score and the mean of the
population. Other approaches have also been used for this
purpose (McCrea et al., 2005; Temkin et al., 1999). However, the TSA procedure was chosen not only to account for
regression to the mean, but also because it conservatively
required the expected increase from baseline to 1-week postinjury in the SMB groups to be as large as possible before
being significantly different from the HMB groups. By using
this approach, we hoped to insure that any observed changes
were valid and not simply a function of regression to the
mean. The equation used for the TSA was:
T 5 rt ~X 2 M ! 1 M
where T represents the TSA, rt represents the test-retest
reliability of the measure, X represents the observed baseline score, and M represents the mean of all baseline scores.
The test-retest reliability measures used for the current study
were taken from recent normative studies evaluating the
reliability of each of the above measures. Levine et al. (2004)
was used to establish the test-retest reliability correlations
for the SDMT, TMT-A & B, COWA, and DST, while Dikmen et al. (1999) provided the test-retest reliability values
for the Stroop-W & Stroop-CW task, and the Vigil testretest reliability was provided in the test manual (Cegalis &
Cegalis, 1994).
After calculating the baseline TSA for each test and sample, each measure was entered into a 2 (Baseline Motivation Group; SMB and HMB) 3 2 (Evaluation; TSA baseline
and postinjury testing) repeated measures analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). As will be later discussed, consistent differences were observed between SMB and HMB groups on
the Scholastic Assessment Test (SAT; Anastasi & Urbina,
1997). Therefore, SAT was used as a covariate. Given the
expectation that those with suspect motivation would demonstrate greater improvement postinjury than those with
high motivation, it was hypothesized that there would be a
significant Motivation Group 3 Evaluation interaction which
reflected greater improvement on the measures by the SMB
group post-MTBI.
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We also felt that evaluating the performance of the groups
in a nonparametric manner (i.e., identifying the frequency of
participants who demonstrate improvement post-MTBI)
would be informative, as well. Therefore, reliable change
index (RCI) scores were developed for each of the participants in the SMB and HMB groups for each instrument according to guidelines set forth by Jacobson and Truax (1991). The
RCI scores were established using the TSA baseline score,
the 1-week postinjury observed score, and the test-retest reliability established for the TSA scores described earlier. The
following equation was used for the RCI calculation:
RCI 5 ~X 2 B!/Sdiff
where RCI represents the reliable change index, X represents the 1-week postinjury measure, B represents the
TSA baseline score, and Sdiff represents the standard error
of the difference (for more information see Jacobson &
Truax, 1991). The SMB and HMB groups were then subdivided into the change groups (Declined, No Change, and
Improved) using the 80% confidence interval of the RCI as
the cutoff for change (RCI 5 61.64). Chi-square analyses
were then conducted to compare the expected and observed
frequencies of the SMB and HMB participants that fell into
the Declined, No Change, and Improved groups.

RESULTS
Prior to conducting these analyses, the SMB and HMB groups
for each measure were compared on demographic variables
(baseline age, 1-week postinjury age, level of education at
baseline, SAT total score, the frequency of male participants
within the group, the frequency of participants with previous
head injury, and the frequency of right-handed participants).
Previous head injury information and the vast majority of
background information were collected from an individually administered background questionnaire, while SAT scores
were obtained from university records. The demographic
information indicated that participants were mainly freshman males.Across the groups, no meaningful differences were
observed in the age at baseline, the age at 1-week postinjury,
education level, the frequency of male participants, frequency of individuals who had experienced previous head
injuries, or frequency of right-handed individuals per group.
However, the HMB group demonstrated significantly higher
SAT total scores in nearly every case (see Table 1). This was
not unexpected given the manner by which the groups were
formed; however, it was decided to remove the impact of SAT
scores from the analyses that follow to ensure that any differences observed were not simply a function of differences
in overall cognitive ability. Therefore, repeated measure
ANCOVAs were conducted to remove the impact of SAT performance on the testing.
To determine if the SMB group improved significantly
more than the HMB group, as was hypothesized, a 2 (Motivation Group) 3 2 (Evaluation) repeated measures ANCOVA
that removed the effect of SAT was conducted for each
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Table 2. Means and standard deviations for the unadjusted and
TSA baselines and the 1-week post-MTBI testing
Unadjusted
Baseline
Measure
SDMT
SMB
HMB
TMT-A
SMB
HMB
TMT-B
SMB
HMB
COWA
SMB
HMB
DST
SMB
HMB
Stroop-W
SMB
HMB
Stroop-CW
SMB
HMB
Vigil
SMB
HMB

TSA
Baseline

1-Week
Post-MTBI

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

49.93
77.36

2.40
9.78

52.21
72.10

1.92
4.08

61.27
85.50

7.93
14.61

33.10
14.04

3.30
1.97

29.88
16.53

2.31
7.03

19.23
13.49

4.29
2.40

73.41
31.43

5.96
2.27

66.13
30.75

4.17
1.59

50.11
30.76

17.57
6.47

27.00
57.15

3.41
4.51

30.33
53.55

2.62
3.47

38.36
58.92

10.42
10.88

14.08
25.07

3.04
1.39

15.18
24.10

2.46
1.12

20.00
25.47

5.40
3.19

67.13
40.61

7.21
1.93

64.53
42.26

6.06
1.62

73.09
42.24

12.58
4.33

139.50
83.31

9.61
4.26

134.66
87.46

8.08
3.58

111.68
78.26

21.58
9.38

470.10
359.09

10.34
17.52

463.26
366.68

8.99
15.24

462.76
395.94

75.40
28.81

task [F(1,27) 5 2.75, p , .10; partial eta-squared 5 .09];
however, it is important to note that the performance was
in the direction of the SMB group showing greater
decline (taking longer) than the HMB group. No significant
group 3 evaluation interactions were observed on the SDMT
[F(1,23) 5 0.51, p . .10], COWA [F(1,21) 5 0.89, p .
.10], or Vigil [F(1,23) 5 1.28, p . .10]. Both the adjusted
and unadjusted means are displayed in Table 2 and the interactions are displayed in Figure 2.
To more accurately understand the direction and meaningfulness of change within the SMB and HMB groups,
RCI scores were created and the groups were subdivided
into the change groups of Declined, No Change, and
Improved, based on the amount of meaningful change (as
indicated by the RCI scores) and the direction of the postinjury change. Chi-square analyses were then conducted
to determine if differences in the expected and observed
frequencies within the subgroups existed. These analyses
demonstrated that the members of the SMB group were

Table 3. Percentages of participants that declined, experienced
no change, and improved, based on reliable change scores

Measure

Note. It is important to note that for the TMT, Stroop, and Vigil tests,
decreasing time is in the direction of improvement; for the rest of the
measures, increasing scores are in the direction of improvement. TSA 5
True Score Adjusted; SMB 5 Suspect Motivation at Baseline group; HMB 5
High Motivation at Baseline group; SDMT 5 Symbol Digit Modalities
Test total correct; TMT-A 5 Trail Making Test, Part A time; TMT-B 5
Trail Making Test, Part B time; COWA 5 Controlled Oral Word Association total correct; DST 5 Digit Span Test total correct; Stroop-W 5 Stroop
Word Only trial time; Stroop-CW 5 Stroop Color-Word trial time; Vigil 5
Vigil reaction time.

measure. Significant between-subjects effects for the motivation groups were observed on each of the measures. These
were expected given the method of group identification.
Also, a significant group 3 SAT interaction was observed
only on the COWA [F(1,21) 5 4.88, p , .05; partial etasquared 5 .19]. No main within-subjects effects for evaluation were observed, which was again consistent with the
MTBI literature for symptom resolution. However, the interaction between the group and evaluation factors was our
main focus. Significant interactions, in which the SMB group
demonstrated significantly greater improvement, were identified on the following measures: TMT-A [F(1,28) 5 24.73,
p , .01; partial eta-squared 5 .47], TMT-B [F(1,30) 5
4.39, p , .05; partial eta-squared 5 .13], DST [F(1,25) 5
6.52, p , .01; partial eta-squared 5 .21], and Stroop-CW
[F(1,28) 5 7.55, p , .01; partial eta-squared 5 .21]. A
trend toward significance was observed on the Stroop-W

SDMT
SMB
HMB
TMT-A***
SMB
HMB
TMT-B**
SMB
HMB
COWA
SMB
HMB
DST
SMB
HMB
Stroop-W*
SMB
HMB
Stroop-CW*
SMB
HMB
Vigil*
SMB
HMB

% of Group
with
Decline

% of Group
with
No Change

% of Group
with
Improvement

0
9

47
36

53
55

0
0

13
81

87
19

0
0

39
87

61
13

0
0

73
77

27
23

0
7

54
73

46
20

56
14

31
86

13
0

7
6

21
65

72
29

27
33

27
67

46
0

Note. *Frequencies significantly different at p , .05; **frequencies significantly different at p , .01; ***frequencies significantly different at
p , .001; SMB 5 Suspect Motivation at Baseline group; HMB 5 High
Motivation at Baseline group; SDMT 5 Symbol Digit Modalities Test
total correct; TMT-A 5 Trail Making Test, Part A time; TMT-B 5 Trail
Making Test, Part B time; COWA 5 Controlled Oral Word Association
total correct; DST 5 Digit Span Test total correct; Stroop-W 5 Stroop
Word Only trial time; Stroop-CW 5 Stroop Color-Word trial time; Vigil 5
Vigil reaction time.
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Fig. 2. Graphs of the change between the true adjusted baseline and the postinjury testing. T 5 p , .10; *p , .05;
**p , .01.

significantly more likely to be in the Improved subgroup
than the HMB group on each of the following tests: TMT-A
(x 2 (1) 5 14.30, p , .001), TMT-B (x 2 (1) 5 7.82, p , .01),
Stroop-CW (x 2 (1) 5 6.00, p 5 .05), and Vigil (x 2 (1) 5
8.86, p , .05). The Stroop-W also demonstrated significant
differences in the subgroup membership (x 2 (1) 5 9.24, p 5
.01); however, consistent with the trend observed on the
ANCOVA, the members of the SMB group were more likely
to be in the Declined subgroup than the HMB. No significant differences in subgroup membership were observed in
the SDMT, COWA, or DST. (Frequency information is displayed in Table 3.)

DISCUSSION
These results support the hypothesis that suboptimal motivation at baseline may impact athletes’ test performance,
causing them to show significant improvement postinjury
due to changes in motivation. This effect was most consistently observed on the TMT-A & B and Stroop-CW tests;
however, some support was observed on the DST and Vigil
tests, as well. It is also important to note, however, that the
hypotheses were not supported with all tests. The SDMT,
COWA, and Stroop-W did not show signs that differential
motivation from baseline to 1-week postinjury impacted
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test performance within the established groups. In fact, the
SMB group displayed significant decline on the Stroop-W
test postinjury, a finding that was unexpected given the
changes in performance that were observed on the
Stroop-CW test. This may be an anomalous finding. However, one possible ( post hoc) hypothesis used to explain
these paradoxical results was that changes on the Stroop-W
test might be resistant to motivational fluctuations at baseline and therefore, more sensitive to the true impact of MTBI
than the Stroop-CW test. This possible resistance to the
influence of motivation could be a function of the fact that
the Stroop-W relies on strongly over-learned skills of reading and rudimentary information processing. No matter what
the reason for the unexpected finding, the performance on
the Stroop-W and other tests in which no significant difference was noted suggests that these neuropsychological
measures may be differentially impacted by changes in motivation. Some measures such as the TMT and the Stroop-CW
may be strongly impacted by motivation, whereas others
such as the Stroop-W may not be. The differential impact of
motivation on various neuropsychological measures is also
supported by the fact that the SMB and HMB participants
differed across the battery. Different individuals fell above
and below the mean on the given measures, with participants occasionally being grouped into the SMB group of
one measure and the HMB group of another. If it is assumed
that an individual’s motivation for testing was consistent
across the baseline battery, then one would expect that all
measures that are influenced by motivation would show
suboptimal performance. However, performance was below
one standard deviation for different individuals on different
measures. This could be because some measures are less
impacted by motivation, which would result in individuals
performing one standard deviation below the mean based
on ability and not on motivation. However, this could also
suggest inconsistent motivation across the baseline testing
(i.e., being highly motivated on one measure and being less

motivated on another) and should be the subject of further
research.
There are several weaknesses with the procedures of the
current study, the most notable being associated with the
identification of the SMB and HMB groups. First, the two
groups are likely not completely inclusive of or limited to
all participants who truly were exhibiting suspect motivation or high motivation at baseline. Again, we attempted to
identify groups of participants wherein most of the group
had either suspect motivation or high motivation. However,
Table 4 displays cases from both the SMB and HMB groups
that had clinically meaningful improvements postinjury for
each measure and, therefore, call into question the accuracy
of the baseline score. As can be seen, even for the measures
in which no significant mean differences were observed,
there were still individual SMB participants who likely had
suboptimal motivation at baseline. This was also likely true
of some of the participants of the HMB group for measures
such as the SDMT and COWA. Again, these examples highlight the need for better identification of individuals with
suboptimal motivation and suggest that research using other
methods of identification is needed. Future studies could
examine objective measures of motivation that are sensitive to mild fluctuation (as opposed to cognitive exaggeration or malingering), personality measures such as those
assessing conscientiousness or defensiveness, measures of
academic or cognitive self-efficacy, and self-report or
assessor-rated measures of motivation. The use of other
methods for identification might also increase statistical
power given that the current analyses resulted in reduction
of the original sample to only those who had sustained a
MTBI and fell into the bottom and top 15 % (given the 6 1
standard deviation criteria) of the sample for the specific
measure. Another important limitation in the study is the
possible impact of unidentified factors at baseline that could
influence test performance. Factors such as test familiarity,
the level of understanding regarding the purpose of base-

Table 4. Illustrative cases of suspect motivation at baseline from both the SMB and HMB groups
SMB group
Measure
SDMT
TMT-A
TMT-B
COWA
DST
Stroop-W
Stroop-CW
Vigil

HMB group

Case #

Baseline
SS

1 Week
SS

Change

Case #

Baseline
SS

1 Week
SS

Change

1
3
4
5
7
8
9
10

74
51
70
76
74
60
75
84

120
108
119
120
145
110
127
131

154
157
149
144
171
150
152
147

2
—
—
6
—
—
—
—

118
—
—
117
—
—
—
—

181
—
—
166
—
—
—
—

163
—
—
149
—
—
—
—

The case numbers listed above were substituted for the actual identification numbers used in the current study to maintain the highest
level of confidentiality as possible for the participants, while demonstrating that each of the above scores are associated with different
cases within the respective samples. SMB 5 Suspect Motivation at Baseline group; HMB 5 High Motivation at Baseline Group; SS 5
Standard Score; SDMT 5 Symbol Digit Modalities Test total correct; TMT-A 5 Trail Making Test, Part A time; TMT-B 5 Trail
Making Test, Part B time; COWA 5 Controlled Oral Word Association total correct; DST 5 Digit Span Test total correct; Stroop-W 5
Stroop Word Only trial time; Stroop-CW 5 Stroop Color-Word trial time; Vigil 5 Vigil reaction time.

Motivation and sports-related MTBI
line testing, the level of interest in cognitive testing, and the
self-awareness of cognitive ability, among other factors could
also influence baseline performance and were not directly
measured. A final limitation of the study is that the sample
sizes for the HMB and SMB groups were relatively small
for each test. As such, our results may have limited generalizability and should be interpreted cautiously pending
replication.
In conclusion, our results provide initial evidence for the
existence of changes in athlete neuropsychological performance as a result of suspected changes in motivation from
baseline to post-MTBI evaluations. It can also be concluded that different measures may have different sensitivity to both the cognitive repercussions of MTBI and the
effects of motivation. Our data have clinical implications
given that neuropsychological test data are being used in
the RTP decisions with more frequency. Consequently,
greater emphasis must be placed on obtaining accurate baseline data and developing indices that identify suboptimal
performance. However, it is also important to avoid concluding that all athletes will likely not put forth strong effort
at baseline. Indeed, the current analyses also demonstrate
that there are individuals who will put forth strong effort on
both baseline and postinjury testing, regardless of the test
used. Instead, these analyses only strongly support the conclusion that further research and clinical effort are necessary to identify the level of motivation of an athlete
undergoing neuropsychological testing, the trait characteristics that distinguish athletes who may not put forth optimal effort on testing from those who do, as well as to identify
those neuropsychological measures that are resistant to the
effects of motivation from those that are not.
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